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This painting of a wagon train heading west sets the theme for the fourth and final book of Helena’s Stories.
Promise, which will come out in 2020, brings to life family tales of frontier existence, the Civil War era, and
westward migration. Researching this book is bringing up a lot of interesting peripheral information which I’ll be
sharing through this newsletter for the next year. The painting is “Emigrants Crossing the Plains” (1867) by Albert Bierstadt
(1830-1902).

“Go West, young man and grow up with the country.”

This encouraging quote, generally credited to author and
newspaperman Horace Greely (1811-1872), has become an
icon of America’s era of expansion. The urge to move from
the rapidly developing lands of the eastern shores to the
“open” lands just beyond a progression of horizons started
early in America’s settlement. In Jamestown, fascination
with the land “above the falls” on the James River took hold
within a very few years of settlers’ arrival. The original
appeal for many was the misconception that the fabled
riches of the east could be reached just by crossing some
mountains. It wasn’t long, though, before cheap and
plentiful land became a popular goal and the migration
horizon moved beyond the Appalachian Mountains. Land
equaled freedom.
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Ethan Allen,
and many more of our Founding Fathers and early heroes
were financially invested in western land speculation.
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April 7, 1809, “An equilibrium of agriculture, manufactures
& commerce is certainly become essential to our
independence.” He also said, “I like the dreams of the
future better than the history of the past.”

To Thomas Jefferson the Natural Bridge symbolized
America’s gateway to the west. He called it
“nature’s most sublime creation.” This painting is
by Frederick Edwin Church: Virginia’s Natural
Bridge (1852) is at the Bayley Art Museum,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
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Mm-mm… Manifest Destiny

This well-known painting, American Progress, is by John Gast. In 1872 it was commissioned as a marketing piece by George A.
Crofutt, a publisher of popular travel guides to the West. Crofutt gave prints of the painting to his customers. It’s widely seen
as a vivid symbol linked to the concept of Manifest Destiny. Wearing on her head what Crofutt called “The Star of Empire,”
this impressive blonde flying female enlightens a dark land and leads miners, farmers, settlers, a coach, and trains westward.
In her right hand she holds a school book and with her left is stringing telegraph wire, all while managing somehow to keep
her clothing from slipping. Natives are seen running from her into primal darkness. Buffalo, a bear and other wildlife also flee
ahead of her. The painting kind of says it all, as 19th Century expansionism and pride in progress shaped America’s personality.

The idea of Manifest Destiny was popular in America well
before it was named in a newspaper article in 1845. After
the Lewis and Clark expedition reached the Pacific Ocean,
the belief that the United States was destined to cross the
continent became widely held. It drove much of the 1800s
and was a primary argument for the U.S. engaging in the
annexation of Texas and the Mexican War in the 1840s.

“No nation is cursed with such an exuberance of
demagogism as ours… People are deceived when their
politicians rave over ‘conquest,’ ‘military glory’… It is
nauseating to hear the political clap-trap of ‘Anglo
Saxon,’ ‘manifest destiny,’ ‘national honor and glory.’”
The Nassau Literary Magazine, September 1848.

Opponents of Manifest Destiny, mostly Whigs, included
Abraham Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, and Zachary Taylor.

Newspaper editor John O'Sullivan is usually said to have
coined the term manifest destiny in 1845. The unsigned
editorial titled "Annexation" in which it first appeared,
may, however, have been written by journalist and
annexation advocate Jane Cazneau, who felt the U.S.
should take over all of Mexico.

Historian Daniel Walker Howe wrote, "American
imperialism provoked bitter dissent within the national
polity… Whigs saw America's moral mission as one of
democratic example rather than conquest."
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Here’s a Little
Digression:

The March of
the Months
I recently watched a
program about Rome
and realized how badly I
understood the origins of our months’ names. I
knew March for Mars, June for Juno, July for
Julius Caesar, and August for his great-nephew
and adopted heir. But, why do we have counting
names (with the wrong numbers) for October
through December, and who named January,
February, April, and May? Looking into this, I
mined some tidbits from the tangle of calculations,
customs, history and cultures surrounding the
months.
Note: Codifying time is a very complicated
business and the information here is simplified.
The earliest known Roman calendar apparently
grew from Greek and Etruscan calendars. It was
lunar, with the year starting in March and with ten
months, six or more of which were named for their
numeric order in the year (such as October,
meaning Eighth). It had no January and February
but there was an unnamed clump of around 60
off-calendar winter days from the end of
December to the start of March.
A more sophisticated Roman lunar calendar
was credited to Numa Pompilius ca. 750 BCE. It
had 355 days in 12 months, with a “leap month”
inserted every 3 to 4 years. Some cultures still use
forms of this calendar.
In 45 BCE, Julius Caesar introduced a solar
calendar which is much like our modern calendar.
It was the standard in the west for a long time and
is still used in some countries and rituals.
The Gregorian Calendar, introduced in 1582
and widely adopted in Europe, amended the
month lengths and the frequency of leap day to
conform more accurately to the seasons. It also
made the official start of the year January 1st for
almost all purposes.
Numa Pompilius was said to be the second king of
Rome. He was the son of Romulus, the co-founder of
Rome with Remus (of the she-wolf story and all). Numa
is credited with much of the cultural and legal structure
of early Rome, including its improved lunar calendar of
about 750 BCE.

January: with February, was not recognized as a month until
750 BCE and had no name until then. Named by Numa Pontilius
for the Roman god Janus, the guardian of doorways. January
was not accepted as the first month of the annual calendar for
most uses until the Gregorian Calendar replaced the Julian
across Europe in the Sixteenth Century.
February: Ever since Numa Pontilius identified it February has
been the calendar’s oddball month, due to its association with
the Interkalaris. Throughout the changing calendars, it’s had
varying numbers of days. It was named for the Februa, a Roman
cleansing rite noting the end of winter.
***Interkalaris: was an extra (intercalary) month of varying
length decreed by Numa Pompilius to be added to the year at
the direction of the king. Its purpose was to keep the lunar
calendar in line with seasons and moon phases. The application
of the Interkalaris at the ruler’s whim sometimes meant it was
applied to suit political or personal goals, which could be
troublesome for everyone else. When Julius Caesar mandated
the change to a solar calendar, the Interkalaris month was
eliminated and an intercalary day (our “leap” day) was add to
February every fourth year, originally four days before the end
of the month.
March: was named for Mars, the Roman God of War, perhaps
because it was the time of year when ongoing wars became
more active after a winter slow-down.
April: the fertile onset of spring, April was named for the
Etruscan or Greek goddess Apru or Aphro (or Aphrodite) and/or
the Latin word aperit, “to open.”
May: the month of growth, May was named for Maia, the
Greek and late Roman, goddess who was the mother of Hermes
(Mercury). She was an earth goddess of growth and increase.
June: another month named for a female: the Roman goddess
Juno, wife of Jupiter and Queen of the Gods.
July: was originally called Quintilis (Fifth) as it was the fifth
month of the early Roman calendar, which started in March.
After his death, Julius Caesar was honored by his birth month
being named for him.
August: was Sextilus (Sixth) but renamed to honor Julius
Caesar’s heir, Octavian, who called Caesar Augustus.
September, October, November, and December: kept their
Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth month designation from the
ancient calendar, perhaps as place holders for vanity names.
Various Roman emperors tried to get their own or family names
attached to these months, but they didn’t stick long past each
emperor’s rule.
Here’s a neat word: sexagesimal, describing our timekeeping system’s base 60, such as seconds and minutes.
Sexagesimal timekeeping began in Sumer as far back as
2,000 BCE.
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A Nation of Frontiersmen:
Skeptical of governmental, financial, religious and
educational institutions. Favoring guns. Independent and
violent. Is that our American heritage? Is this us?
The American frontier was declared closed in 1890 by the U.S.
Census Bureau. For the first time since its inception, America had become
widely enough populated that it had no frontier line.
In 1893 influential historian Frederick Jackson Turner delivered a
paper to the American Historical Society: “The Significance of the Frontier
in American History.” It set forth his Frontier Thesis (the Turner Thesis),
which links the nature of American democracy to the attitudes, traits and
King of the Wild Frontier
culture that developed along the American frontier over generations.
Girls and boys of the 1950s dreamed
Turner said that as the frontier moved west its increasing distance
of being just like the tough,
from Europe’s conventions and practices was more than just physical: it
independent, resourceful
was a progressive cultural shift. As generation after generation of settlers
frontiersmen and cowboys they
kept pushing the frontier away from the east coast, each generation
heard about on the radio or saw on
became more skeptical of government, financial institutions and existing
television and movies. At the peak of
organized religions. He stated that we also became progressively more
the Davy Crockett raccoon cap fad,
casual about relationships, valued education less and guns more, became
an average of 5,000 hats were sold
more independent and also more violent.
per day and were said to have made
“The planter, the farmer,
One of America’s top historians of the
over 100 million dollars in sales in
the mechanic, and the
early 20th Century, Turner was widely
just one year: a lot of 1950’s money.
laborer... form the great
influential through his essays, articles and
body of the people of
speaking engagements as well as his teaching. His Frontier Thesis codified our
the United States, they
thinking about America’s frontiers and influenced schools and universities across
are the bone and sinew
the country. In this way, frontierism shaped how American history was viewed and
of the country men who
taught at all age levels for most of the Twentieth Century, and from that (as well as
love liberty and desire
media influence) it shaped how we still view ourselves as Americans today.
nothing but equal rights
Frontierist thinking is often linked to controversial beliefs such as American
and equal laws.”
Exceptionalism and Social Darwinism. These in turn are easily used to support
Andrew Jackson
actions of racism and radical nationalism.
(see page 6)
Though many historians now discount Turner’s theory as overly simplistic
and dismissive of regional, racial, and cultural differences as well as immigrant
influence, there’s no question that Americans are nostalgic about what we see as frontier strengths and values.
Politicians tend to exploit that freely, some of them even ramping up a real or imagined twang to their speech
and letting occasional grammatical errors “accidentally slip” (despite their frequently being graduates of prep
schools, Ivy League colleges and graduate schools). A strange residue of what we consider frontier values still
sell very well among voters across America and also has given us media
“types” we enjoy. (see page 7)

Romanticizing the Frontier

We truly love frontier and western stories, and that love expanded
on-screen in the 20th Century. Americans have been dedicated moviegoers since the 1920s, and by 1955 half of the country’s households had
television sets. Many families gathered around the television or radio
after supper most evenings and watched or heard stories.
From the 1940s well into the 1960s, tales about frontier and “Wild
West” days ruled the media. During 1955 alone at least 57 movies were
made around western and frontier themes, and in 1956
The Disney family series Disneyland created an American
close to 60 such movies were made. Children were well
icon in five episodes with “Davy Crockett, King of the Wild
westernized, with toy guns, sometimes even BB guns
Frontier” (starring Fess Parker) in 1954-55. The episodes
(“You’ll shoot your eye out!”), and cowboy or
were enormous hits and for many, they defined the
frontiersman hats.

In the next issue, we’ll look at romanticizing The West.

American frontier. “Born on a mountaintop in Tennessee,
greenest state in the Land of the Free...” This stamp was
issued in 1959. (see page 6)
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“From Sea to Shining Sea” – Manifest Destiny Plus

Between 1803 and 1900 America expanded to include all its existing states and some of its territories (some
of which are now independent). This map is a good overview of those acquisitions. Currently, the United States
has territories in sixteen locations, four of which are disputed and only five have permanent populations.
Photos are San Juan, Puerto Rico and Mt. ‘Alava, American Samoa

Populated Territories:
Puerto Rico, Caribbean: from Spain,
1899.

The United States Virgin Islands,
Caribbean: from Denmark, 1916.

Guam, West Pacific: from Germany
1899.

American Samoa, West Pacific: from
Germany in 1899.

Northern Mariana Islands,
Northwestern Pacific: from Japan, 1945.

Unpopulated Territories

Disputed (all unpopulated)

Baker Island, North Pacific: claimed 1856.
Howland Island, North Pacific: claimed 1856.
Jarvis Island, South Pacific: claimed 1856.

Navassa Island, Caribbean, near Jamaica:

Johnston Atoll, North Pacific, claimed 1856.
Kingman Reef, North Pacific: claimed 1860.
Midway Island, North Pacific: claimed 1859
Pamyra Atoll, North Pacific: through
annexation of Hawaii, 1898.

contested with Haiti.
Wake Island, Pacific: disputed with Republic
of the Marshall Islands.
Serranilla Bank, West Caribbean: disputed
with Honduras.
Bajo Nuevo Bank, Caribbean: disputed with
Colombia.
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Men of Both the Federal Government and Frontier
Thomas Jefferson: “The care of human life and happiness, and not their
destruction, is the first and only legitimate object of good government.”
1743: Born in Shadwell, VA.
1775-76: Principal author of the Declaration of Independence.
1789-93: Secretary of State under Washington.
With James Madison, organized the Democratic-Republican Party favoring states’ right
and local control and opposing the Federalists.
1801-09: Third President of the United States.
1803: The Louisiana Purchase from France for $15 million, doubling the size of the U.S.
1803: Initiated the Lewis and Clarke Expedition to explore the new territory.
1819: Founded the University of Virginia to be a secular source of higher education.
1821: Wrote his autobiography.
1826: Died at Monticello July 4th.

"the aristocracy of virtue and talent, which nature has wisely provided for the
direction of the interests of society, & scattered with equal hand through all its
conditions, was deemed essential to a well-ordered republic."

David (Davy) Crockett: “I told the people of my district that I would serve
them as faithfully as I had done; but if not, they might go to hell, and I would go
to Texas.”
1786: Born in eastern Tennessee.
Became a Colonel in the Montgomery County TN Militia
1821-24: Served in the Tennessee State Legislature
1827-35: Served in the House of Representative, U. S. Congress. Opposed many of
Andrew Jackson’s agendas, notably his Indian Removal Act (1830).
1834: With Thomas Chilton, published A Narrative of the Life of David Crockett, Written
by Himself.
1834: Started to consider going to Texas to help in their fight for independence from
Mexico.
March 6, 1836: Died at the age of fifty at the Battle of the Alamo in San Antonio, Texas.

“I have acted fearless and independent and I will never regret my course. I would
rather be politically buried than to be hypocritically immortalized.”

Andrew Jackson: “Americans are not a perfect people, but we are called to
a perfect mission.”
1767: Born in Waxhas on the North/South Carolina border.
Served in the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate representing Tennessee.
1813-14: led troops in the Creek War.
1815: Victory at the Battle of New Orleans made him a national hero.
1824: Ran for president, winning a plurality the popular and electoral votes, but not a
wide enough margin to take the election. The House of Representatives elected his
opponent, John Quincy Adams. Jackson’s supporters started the Democratic Party in
response.
1828: Ran for president again and won the election.
Passed the protective Tariff of 1828 to discourage purchase of foreign-made goods.
1830: Signed the Indian Removal Act.
1832: Tried to implement but instead altered the Tariff of 1832 on imports when South
Carolina threatened to secede.
1835: Survived the first assassination attempt on a sitting president.
In retirement, remained active in the Democratic Party and advocated for the
annexation of Texas.
1845: Died at age 78 at the Hermitage, his plantation in Tennessee.
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Why We Say “Calendar”: The word comes
from the calends, the first day of each month in
the Roman year. Calends comes from the verb
calare "to call out," and refers to the customary
public announcement when a new moon was first
sighted. On the first day of each month debts
came due and accounts were settled. In Latin,
calendar meant an account book.

“What the Mediterranean Sea was to the Greeks, breaking the bond of
custom, offering new experiences, calling out new institutions and
activities, that, and more, the ever-retreating frontier has been to the
United States directly, and to the nations of Europe more remotely. And
now, (sic) four centuries the discovery of America, at the end of a
hundred years of life under the Constitution, the frontier has gone, and
with its going has closed the first period of American history.”
from “The Significance of the Frontier in American History” Frederick Jackson Turner, 1893

“Frontier Gibberish” from Blazing Saddles

Jack Starrett as Gabby Johnson.

Gabby Johnson: “I wash born here, an I wash
raised here, an dad gum it I am gonna die here,
an no sidewindin’ bushwackin’, hornswagglin’
cracker croaker is gonna rouin me bishen
cutter.”
Olson Johnson: I am particularly glad… children
are here to hear that speech. Not only was it
authentic frontier gibberish, it expressed
courage little seen in this day and age.”
Mel Brooks’ movie Blazing Saddles (1974).

David Huddleston as Olson
Johnson.

“Every man for his principles. Hurrah for Jeff Davis!” Levi Boone Helm (1828-1863) said these last words on the
scaffold then kicked the box out from under his feet and died. He was hanged for murder, theft and cannibalism.
“A pioneer is a man who turned all the grass upside down, strung bob wire over the dust that was left, poisoned the
water, cut down the trees, killed the Indian who owned the land and called it progress.” Cowboy and artist Charles
M. Russell (1864-1926) quoted by Timothy Egan in his book, Lasso the Wind (1998), David Lindroth, Inc.
“I’ve never been lost, but I will admit to being confused for several weeks.” Quote attributed to Daniel Boone
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